
y  The Greatness of Jesus - Part 2 W
Mark 2:18-3:12

Every year at this time, we head back to the gospels to help us all have a more meaningful
Christmas. Christmas is the celebration of God becoming a man. The fancy term is
"incarnati^" - Jesus is "incarnate God". He is totally unique. So it makes sense to prepare for
Christmas l^marvel'at what Jesus taught and did here on earth rather than just focus on the
88 verses related to His birth. The four gospej^^^^^atthew, Mark, Luke and John - show us
mos^clearly what the eternal Son of God did He became a man. So this year, in both worship
anTaduIt Sunday School we are digging into the book of Mark. And the question we are asking
is "What is so great about Jesus in His teaching and actions.

Last week we looked at how Jesus forgives sin, allows us to intercede for others, has a bigger
plan for our lives, confirms His teaching & actions as well as reaching out to all. The previous
week we saw how the gospel is good news about both who Jesus is and what He does. This
week we are going to see how great Jesus is in theface of three challenges. This is going to
involve truth - how Jesus has an unswerving commitment to obeying God's Word AND He
rightly understands the Biblical balance on those subjects.

To help us understand Jesus' greatness in this area, I'd like you to consider a coin. Every coin
has two sides. In our country we call one side "heads" because it usually has a head of some
famous person and the other side is called "tails" -1 have no idea how it got that name. But
what we all know is that the two sides are different. Even though they appear different - they
are still JUST ONE COIN - in fact they are two sides of the same thing. Both sides are
important to understand the whole coin.

Or take this aisle. If we want to understand a^y truth, it is helpful to push the truth one way until
it is clear error - that is like where the chairs start on this side. Then push that same truth the
opposite way until it is clear error - that is like where the chairs start on this other side. We may
not be perfect in our definition of where in this middle aisle truth falls, but we will not be in
clear sin. So understanding God - we push love and mercy too far and out of feelings and
sentimentality, we start accepting what God condemns. That would be wrong. Gnd' yji i
h^^^s We push it too far the other way and love becomes cold-hearted without any grace or
mercy.

PROPOSITION: Jesus taught with both a Biblical balance and an unswerving commitment to
total obedience to the God's Word and His commands.

1. Balanced & committed regarding spiritual disciplines Mark 2:18-22

A. Jesus, why aren 'tyourfollowers as committed? Mark 2:18
While some of the questions Jesus received were not honest questions but really traps,
attacks or accusations - this question seems to have some desire for understanding.
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READ Mark 2:18. Committed followers of God/YHWH fasted. Some people
observed John the Baptist's disciples and the Pharisees fasting - but then noticed that
Jesus' closest disciples weren't fasting. This confused some people because they
assumed that the most serious believers would fast. What is really behind this question
is the questions of commitment. "Jesus, your followers don't seem as committed as
these other followers of YHWH, the covenant name of God?"

Fasting is going without food for a period of time for a spiritual purpose. It is a
spiritual discipline. Spiritual disciplines are something that we do as dedicated
followers of God. They require intentional effort and sacrifice. So for example,
currently 75% of Americans say they pray, yet only a small percentage of those are
disciplined in this area and have an intentional daily time of prayer time where they
intentionally pray for things outside of the concern of the moment. Praying, as a
discipline, takes more time and intentional effort than simply praying when we feel a
need or joy. So Jesus' answer will give us some important insight into spiritual
disciplines in general as well as the specific spiritual discipline of fasting.

B. Understand the purpose of a discipline, not just its action Mark 2:19-20
READ V 19-20. Jesus strongly confirms here that He believes in fasting AND that His
disciples SHOULD and WILL fast. But Jesus also confirms He believes ̂ 'now" is not
the time for His followers to fast. Notice the two sides of the coin here. In our terms
today, Jesus is saying, "Does it make any sense for people to fast at Christmas
when all the family is there for celebration? No, they will wait until the extended
family leaves before they fast."

Fasting is important to God, but fasting is not for all times. Jesus wants them to
understand the PURPOSE of the fast, not just its action. I remember hearing that ^
various groups of Christians fasted twice a week. My initial response was "Wow^ are
they spiritual!" I was very impressed with the action - two whole days without food -
just for the advancement of God's work. Then I investigated and found you cannot
ji^t by the outward claims of action. In several instances, I found the fast was little
more than a single delayed meal and that it had become just a religious activity with
very little purpose or sacrifice. They weren't doing it in the intensity of a specific
need. I personally believe that we should always have a purpose for our fast - as Jesus
is alluding to here. Because the purpose of fasting is NOT to impress God or others.
We fast in humbleness before God because something is overwhelming us and we
want to repent or intercede in prayer with God in the most serious way.

• There are times when we ask for forgiveness of a particular sin, but still struggle
with the feeling we aren't forgiven or we are not heard because we are so easily
tempted in that area. We should fast with our confession.

• There are times when we are overwhelmed by the problems in the world around us
for which we have little control (like famine, war, the drug epidemic, Christians
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being persecuted and the actions of governments). Great time to fast with prayer.
In fact, prayer is often coupled with prayer.

• There are times when we are personally facing overwhelming situations - maybe a j
work, in the family, at school or financially. Again this is a great purpose for ^
prayer. And as we give up eating at some meals, we take that time to be alone with [
God and pour out our hearts in a depth we don't normally do.

C. Jesus adds a bigger perspective Mark 2:21-22
Jesus is totally committed to God's ways and commands regarding spiritual
disciplines, but He alsc^alances both sides of that discipline. Even more incredible
about Jesus' answer is that He adds a bigger perspective at the end. READ v 21-22. If
we just do the outward spiritual actions of previous generations, it is simply not
going to have the same effect as when thev did it^That is what 1 found with fasting
overseas. Some areas had copied the outward actions but had lost the purpose. So now \ij\
they were just going through some actions which they had made much, much easier.
Jesus will be bringing a new batch of faith through offering forgiveness and new life
though His death and resurrection - people shouldn't expect those fired up
believers to do all the religious actions just^^ft^ those before - just like you don't put
new wine in old wineskjjis or the fermenting process will cause ruptures. People who
just want radical change forget that isn't the point here. There are actually more
similarities between the old and new wineskins. They are the same design, same size,
same procedure, same use and same purpose - only the outward skin has been
refreshed. Don't fight over the skin. Each new movement of God will bring some
change in "the skin" - spiritual disciplines will be important in each generation but
some of the outward expression would and should change. There was nothing wrong
with that single church Wed night prayer time changing to multiple prayer times at
home Bible Studies - nor was there anything wrong fi*om moving from an organ to a
praise band in worship singing. Every generation that is renewed spiritually will
change some of the "skin" - the outward ways that our corporate spiritual disciplines
are done.

II. Balanced and committed regarding the Sabbath Mark 2:23-28

A. Jesus, why are your disciples breaking God's law? Mark 2:23-24
Jesus is very committed to spiritual disciplines but seeks ̂ at balance of "doing"
based on their "purposes", not just tradition. In this next section of Mark, we find that
Jesus is also very balanced and committed regarding the Sabbath. READ v 23-24.
Now this is an accusation, not just some question for clarification. These religious
leaders are claiming Jesus' followers are blatantlv disobeying God. Jesus, why are
your disciples breaking God's law?

What is happening here? Probably after the synagogue service, Jesus and His
disciples are going somewhere - they are hungry and as they walk on the path, which
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goes through a farmer's field, the disciples they grab some of the grain by the road
and pop the kernels into their mouth as their snack. I personally am more concerned
that it seems like they are stealing from the farmer - but Deut. 23:25 says that is OK.
The Pharisees challenge the disciples as law breakers. Why?

Because they were working! The Pharisees claimed this was reaping the wheat. Now
God clearly commands His people not to work on the SaWDath. It is one of the 10
commandments. Since people naturally push the limits.^'^^everything, over the years
the religious leaders came up with detailed boundaries of what is considered work. For
example, if you went more than 1,999 steps that was a journey — aren't you glad they
didn't have fitbit back then to check up on you! ©

But Sabbath observance was more than just a command to the religious leaders back
then since the two things that set the Jewish people apart from all the other peoples of
the world were circumcision and not working on the Sabbath. So Sabbath observance
represented a key element in breaking God's law and repudiating faith. "Jesus, why
are you not teaching them to be obedient followers of the Most High God?"

B. Uses the Word of God rather than feelings for clarification Mark 2:25-26
Today, Americans would brush this off saying, "What is the big deal, I don't feel I
am doing anything wrong." But that would be basing our lives on feelings rather
than the Word of God. Notice Jesus' answer. READ v 25-26. The NT never shows
Jesus violatingjhe^ahhatb'- in fact here Jesus wasn't picking grain for a snack - just
the^rtiscipIesTJesus uses the Word of God to get the balance of God. Jesus doesn't
discount a command of God simply because of what He feels. He uses the Word of
God rather than his feelings for clarification of these issues - understanding both sides
of the coin like we always should.

C. Jesus adds a bigger perspective Mark 2:27-28
This is even clearer as Jesus adds a bigger perspective in verses 27-28 READ. "The
Sabbath was made for man." That is, obeying this command actually benefits the
humans who do it. God did this for our good - not as a religious test to see if we
would obey.

It is for our good. The Sabbath principle is for our good. I say "principle" because
this commandment is the only one of the Ten Commandments that is not repeated in
the NT. Jesus and the disciples practiced it. In Col. 2 we are told the actual day is not
the key since the word Sabbath refers to Saturday (actually Friday evening to Sat
evening). And that day started to change, during the time of the apostles, to Sunday,
the first day of the week, which they called the Lord's Day since that was when Jesus
rose from the dead. I Corinthians talks of setting aside the offering on the first day of
the week, In Acts 20:7 they celebrate communion on the first day of the week, the
apostle John received the vision of Revelation as he was in worship on the Lord's
Day.
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The Sabbath principal is built into the fabric of creation - we are to take one day rest
from work out of seven and put a special emphasis on worshiping God on that day.
This is for our good. Our society no longer values this rest, but thinks it can go 24/7
without any consequences. Sunday is a break from paid work for many Americans but
they fill their time with lots of chores, work and shopping - of course expecting lots of
other people to work for them. Unlike the Jewish people, we don't do the Sabbath to
show ourselves separated to God - we should practice the Sabbath principal because
we need it - God made it for humans. Since NE got rid of those supposedly foolish
"blueTaws" which limited what could be open on Sunday to that wfiich was necessary
for medical, necessities or tourism - the levels of stress, anxiety and emotional
upheaval of people here have gone through the roof. I strongly encourage you to set
one day apart for your Sabbath rest - if your schedule requires it like mine does, you
can split it between two days. Take time to publicly worship with God's people for
part of it and then genuinely rest. Limit your chores to the minimum, push shopping to
other days, spend some time with your family, and do some relaxing things you
generally enjoy. Rest does NOT mean no activity. Even the famous Puritan Pastor,
Jonathan Edwards, bowled on Sunday afternoons (technically called Skittles back
then). Do this for your good in line with God's design.

III. Continued instruction of following God's commands Mark 3:1-6

A. Jesus, are you going to willfully break God's commands? Mark 3:1-4
The other side of the Sabbath coin is that Jesus is Lord even over the Sabbath, which
we see illustrated in Mark 3:1-6. This is actually a continuation of Jesus' instructions
about following God's commands. READ Mark 3:1-2. There are no questions here.
The Pharisees allowed healing on the Sabbath only if life itself was at risk. Healing a
person of a long term disability could wait until the next day. So their unspoken
question was "Jesus, are you going to break God's commands?" Because Jesus had
not broken even one of their interpretations of the law (only His disciples had), I am
sure they were looking for some major disobedience they could charge Jesus
with.

Often the best defense is a good offense. Jesus would establish that He is Lord even of
the Sabbath. READ v 3-4. Jesus challenges their interpretation of God's laws on the
Sabbath. They knew one side of the coin - don't workf but they had forgotten the
other side of the coin - compassion and good. We need both sides of the coin.

B. Only time Jesus is said to be explicitly "angry" Mark 3:5a
READ V 5a. One commentary pointed out that this is the only time that Jesus is said
to be explicitly angry. So this is very serious! This means Jesus is beyond frustrated
with the hardheartedness of some of the people there in the synagogue. He is also
saddened by the^ack of compassion. You will get fhistrated with people who only see
one side of God's truth and justify their own disobedience. Instead of trying to find
the truth somewhere in the aisle - they are way off to one side of the chairs clearly in
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error. They have hard hearts - they don't see it and they won't consider any other
evidence because they are sure of "their side". Sadly that is how some Christians
"justify" things God is clearly against today. They say God's love allows anything
that makes a person feel good. If you think you feel frustrated at that time, imagine
how Jesus feels.

C. Jesus does NOT do any "work" in the healing Mark 3:5b
READ V 5. Jesus miraculously heals the man. And did you notice how Jesus did it?
Without any human work! He didn't even speak a word! Jesus didn't use any visible
means that might be seen as work. Jesus is very careful to obey God's commands
about the Sabbath in the Bible even though He is the Lord of the Sabbath. I am always
amazed at how often Jesus understands both sides of the coin when it comes to the

commands in scripture. He is radically committed to straight-forward obedience. He^
didn't violate God's law in any way^shape or form. But Jesus also understood fef
balance that is part of every command — we can disobey going too far either direction!

It reminds me of a situation American churches are facing this month. Christmas is on
Sunday this year - unlike our history AS A COUNTRY, the last two times that
Christmas was on a Sunday, a number of churches choose to cancel all their Sunday
worship services so people could just be with family. They forgot that Christmas and
Sundays are a time we honor Jesus. Their decision just considered one side of the coin
= but their goal was not honoring Go^it was just trying to make their lives easier. We
will have worship on Christmas day - 2 services in fact BUT at different times -
9:30-10:30 for the first service and 11-noon for the second. It will be a f^ily service
for all - no sermon teaching like now, but creative communication that all can
understand. Hope you are ready to cheer and get excited - because we are definitely
putting Jesus into this Christmas.

D. Powerful opposition comes together against Jesus Mark 3:6
As great as Jesus' teaching and confirmations are — they also raise up great opposition.
READ V 6. A powerful coalition of opposition is coming together and it is by groups
that normally didn't work well together. The Herodians and Pharisees agreeing, would
be like the Republicans and Democrats working together after our last election. We do
not have a lot in either the Bible or history about the Herodians. They were probably
not an official political or religious grou^^but from their name we know that they were
strong supporters of thej^^ pagan iii^JwS^cd King Herod. Their perspective would
be p'oTitfcal and secular (technically Hellenitic). The Pharisees didn't like King Herod
because He was too secular and not "Jewish enough" for them. So this alliance of
opposition is a major one covering both religious and political activists. They want
Jesi^ dead. Major opposition will now follow Jesus the rest of His ministry. That
doesn't take away from His awesome greatness - it actually magnifies it because
continues against all the obstacles out of His love for you and I.
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